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Abstract
The ability to measure the depth to the water table can provide information such as reservoir
characteristics, soil conditions for agriculture, and actions to be taken with contaminant flow and
removal. We attempt to detect this boundary in a larger-than-lab scale experiment.
We attempt to simulate a spatially variable water level and attempt to image changes in the
depth of this water level. We try to reduce the normally complex natural conditions to those of a
nominally homogeneous and isotropic, unconfined sand volume for modeling. These simplified
conditions help isolate the effects of remaining complexities such as the variable saturation of the
transition zone between the residual saturation zone and the capillary fringe above the
completely saturated region.
As a part of the experiment, an ultra-high frequency (2-15 kHz) multichannel, multicomponent acquisition system was built in-house for a target depth of 30 cm.
Complete saturation within the tank is found to be unfeasible. Instead of a water table, a zerotension surface level is increased in the wavetank (5 m by 5 m by 1 m) from the side. Seismic
reflection and refraction arrivals from a linear seismic array are selected for travel time inversion
to develop a 1-D velocity model of the system.
No seismic arrival is found to directly correspond with the zero-tension interface; however,
the increased zero-tension levels in the wavetank appear to decrease the velocity within the
wavetank. A velocity-saturation relationship could possibly be established with more
information on saturation conditions within the sand body of the wavetank.

viii

Chapter 1. Introduction
The ability to measure the changes in the height of the water table can provide information
such as reservoir characteristics, soil conditions for agriculture, and actions to be taken with
contaminant flow and removal. The water table is defined as "the surface at which the solid earth
is saturated with water at atmosphere pressure" (Deming, 1954), whereas a saturated surface at
any given pressure is called the phreatic interface. A water-saturated media implies 100% of the
pore fluid is water, while unsaturated media has a water fluid content of anything less than 100%
saturation. We attempt to detect the water table boundary in a larger-than- lab scale experiment.
A basic understanding of the principles of seismology is necessary to understand how a
physical model can be used to locate a fluid interface, such as the water table. Seismology is the
study of elastic wave propagation based on the changes in material properties of the earth. The
information can then be used to map the corresponding changes in geologic structure and
stratigraphy. Elastic waves propagate through varying layers of rock at depth and return to the
surface by reflection and refraction, similar to the way in which light reflects and refracts
through different materials.
The three macroscopic properties of the earth that most affect the amount of energy returning
to the surface via reflections are the density, shear strength and compressional strength of the
specific layers of the earth involved. These properties also determine the velocity of the returning
waves, which can be calculated in porous media with Biot Theory (Biot, 1956).
The velocity multiplied by the density is termed acoustic impedance. The bigger the contrast
of acoustic impedance across a boundary, the stronger the reflection will be. In the case of an
ideal model of an unsaturated sand body on top of a saturated sand body, there will be a
theoretically strong reflection. The unsaturated sand body has a low acoustic impedance, and the
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Figure 1: Schematic of near-surface saturation levels (modified from Deming, 2002).
saturated sand has a large acoustic impedance, creating a strong contrast. In reality, the
saturations are not always complete, resulting in a far more complex system.
Previous efforts to seismically image a changing water table have been unsuccessful. A
major challenge is that the definition of a water table is pressure-based, but seismological
approaches are more strongly affected by the other physical properties of the materials present,
than they are by pressure. Thus, the seismic water table will not always correspond to the lowest
surface that is completely saturated. Instead, it may correspond to a saturated capillary fringe,
which will be higher than the water table.
The capillary fringe is broadly defined as being fully saturated. The thickness of the fringe is
related to the air-entry pressure (Lu and Likos, 2004) such that we can think of the subsurface
saturation conditions as in Figure 2. The air-entry pressure is defined as the point at which air
can enter the largest pores in the soil (Konyai et al., 2009). According to the experimental results
by Malik et al. (1989) for sands similar to those in the wavetank, the capillary fringe is a little
less than half the height of total capillary rise. The capillary force is an electric-attractive force
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between a wetting fluid and a solid‟s surface, and is strongly dependent on the size of the pore
throats and the angle of the wetting fluid (Deming, 2002). Capillary forces create a partiallysaturated, negative-pressure "capillary rise" zone above the water table (Figure 1). This partiallysaturated zone is caused by fluid moving from the water table up to a height primarily dependent
on the radius of the pore throats.

Figure 2: Capillary rise and associated pore water retention curve in an unsaturated soil
profile: (a) conceptual illustration and (b) corresponding soil-water characteristic curve
(SWCC). (Modified from Lu and Likos, 2004).
A system containing various pore throat sizes will likely induce "fingers" of high fluidsaturation, creating heterogeneities in 2D (Figure 2). Additionally, whenever water levels drop,
whether due to natural causes or pumping, some water remains trapped in the pores due to
capillary forces. The trapped water creates a residual saturation and forms the vadose zone
between the earth's surface and the water table, where pores are partially filled with air and fluid.
The physical base of the vadose zone is sometimes difficult to determine because of the capillary
fringe (Deming, 2002).
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Patchy saturation can have a significant impact on the seismic velocities. The size of the
patches relative to the frequencies used (Knight and Nolenhoeksema, 1998) can provide an
inaccurate image of the subsurface. Geological homogeneity can minimize the effects of patchy
saturation and can create a system that is more easily imaged by seismological methods (Birkelo
et al., 1987).
To build an appropriate expected physical model of the saturation, the capillary zone must be
understood. The height of the capillary zone, generally defined as a zone of partial saturation
above the water table (e.g. Ranjan and Rao, 1991), is often compared to the height of capillary
rise in a series of small, bundled tubes (Figure 3). Equation 2 describes the height of capillary
rise of pure water in a chemically clean tube, open ended at both extremes:

where:

is the maximum capillary rise (cm), T is the surface tension (72 mN/m),

contact angle (zero),

is the

is the specific weight of water (980 mN/cm3 ), and d is the diameter of

the tube (cm).

Figure 3: Diagram of the ultimate height of capillary rise in a clean, glass tube.
The capillary zone is controlled by the pore size and not the grain size (Ranjan and Rao,
1991). Another approximation of the capillary zone that better accounts for the systems behaving
differently than bundled tubes can be calculated by the relationship by Terzaghi and Peck (1967):
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where:

is the maximum capillary rise (cm), C is an empirical constant (between .1 and .5 cm2),

e is the void ratio, and

is the effective grain size (cm).

Saturation within soils is often simplified with a soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC),
defined as the relationship between water content and pressure for a soil (Williams, 1982).
Expected saturation based on predicted pressures. The general shape of the SWCC for various
soils reflects the dominating influence of material properties on the pore water retention behavior
including pore size distribution and grain size distribution (Lu and Likos, 2004).
Hydrus, an open source 1-D flow model developed at University of California Riverside
(Simunek et al., 2008), is used to create an expected soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC)
based on predicted capillary pressures, porosity, and air-entry pressure. Using the characteristic
curve, saturations are calculated using pressure values from the SWCC within the program based
on the van Genuchten model (van Genuchten, 1980). The values for the SWCC model can be
found in Table 1.
Table 1: Values used for the van Genuchten model to determine a SWCC.
Qr

Residual soil water content

.045

Qs

Saturated soil water content

.34

α

Air-entry pressure

.06

n

Model parameter

2.68

Ks

Saturated hydraulic conductivity

.495 m/m

I

Tortuosity parameter

.5

The model predicts a few centimeters of highly saturated sand above the zero-tension surface and
a ~15 cm zone above the zero-tension surface that will exhibit increased saturation content.
5

In addition to capillary forces altering the reflection depth, residual air-saturation in the pores
is difficult to eliminate. Any air content significantly reduces the strength of the material,

Figure 4: Capillary zone predicted model (HYDRUS-1D). Theta is water content (%) and h
is pressure head (cm).
lowering the acoustic impedance and the velocity of a mostly saturated media to levels slightly
less than levels of low or no saturation (e.g. Domenico, 1976; Knight and Knolen-Hoeksema,
1990). Velocities have been shown to vary on the order of ±10% of the dry values. Because air is
trapped within the pores, the surface labeled as the water table can no longer be such by
definition because the zone below it is not fully saturated. Instead, the zone is considered to be
part of the vadose zone and the surface is henceforth termed the zero-tension surface because it is
the point of zero tension and pressure, but is still not saturated.
1.1 Scaling of Frequency for Geophysical Modeling
Seismology is specifically chosen as the preferred subsurface geophysical imaging method
because of its large range of penetration depths, from less than a meter (e.g. Bachrach and Nur,
1998) to hundreds of kilometers. Because seismology can be used to image features on multiple
6

scales, it lends itself to the modeling we propose for this work. There are, however, several
important considerations. Seismic physical modeling has assumptions and limitations, such as
scaling, heterogeneity and reproducibility.
In order to correctly model a 1-D structure using seismology, the wavelength must be
correctly scaled relative to the feature being imaged (Ebrom et al., 1994). A wavelength is the
spatial period of a wave and is calculated by:

(3)

where

is the wavelength (m),

is the velocity (m/s), and is the frequency (Hz).

Seismic compressional wave velocities expected in unconsolidated, unconfined sand are on
the order of 102 m/s (Bachrach and Nur, 1998). The dominant/maximum frequency implemented
is 5 kHz and the wavelength is 4 cm. Ballpark velocities in the field are around 2000 m/s and
frequencies are near 50 Hz for a wavelength of 40 m. The ratio of the two wavelengths provides
our scaling factor of 1000, such that 1 m in the wavetank can be scaled to 1000 m in the field.
The use of unconsolidated sand as a modeling material also carries limitations such as severe
energy attenuation with a quality factor on the order of 10 (Prasad and Meissner, 1992) and
heterogeneity of grain packing. Increased attenuation limits the depth of penetration of a model.
The major cause of the severe energy attenuation is friction between the grains due to variations
in size and roundness. Complete uniformity in grain packing is impossible to achieve, which
introduces some degree of heterogeneity. While the heterogeneity does not change between
experiments, it is difficult to evaluate.
The experiments are conducted in a wavetank, a 5-by 8-by.6-m sand-filled tank normally
used by the Coastal Studies Institute at Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge) to model the
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effects of waves on beach fronts and erosion. For this project, however, the tank serves as an
unconfined model reservoir or aquifer. In the experiments conducted in the wavetank, it is
expected that wavelengths will be on the order of centimeters, which should compare to geologic
features that are on the order of thousands of meters. As the wavelengths are much smaller than
those normally used in the field, grain size should also be considered because a medium- grained
sand in the tank scaled in accordance with the scaling factor, would be the size of a boulder. In
the field however, as long as grains are smaller than about an eighth of the wavelength, they
should not cause diffractions (Sherlock and Evans, 2001). In addition, the sensors must be
smaller than the expected wavelengths such that they do not create diffractions themselves. The
acquisition system provides the necessary frequencies (~5 kHz) to establish properly scaled
wavelengths (see 2.1 Seismic Acquisition System, p.16).
1.2 Theoretical Background
Hertz-Mindlin theory is used to determine a dry velocity for the media in the water table
detection experiment. Developed by Hertz (1882) and Mindlin (1949), Hertz-Mindlin theory
derives elastic moduli and velocities based on the compression, normal or tangential, between

Figure 5: Hertz-Mindlin theory derives a normal stiffness (left) and a tangential stiffness
(right) to predict velocities in unconsolidated sediment. F is the confining force, T is the
tangential force, and R is the radius.
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two identical spheres in order to predict the dry effective modulus of unconsolidated sediment.
The theory applies a coordination number, or number of contacts per grain, and the radius of
contact. The theory assumes the grains are perfect spheres and are elastic, and that there is no
slip between grains. The latter assumption has a very small error if only compressional velocities
are calculated. The sand grains in this study are far from spherical in shape, nor are they
expected to be perfectly elastic, so some error is to be expected (Mavko et al., 1998). The HertzMindlin uncemented-case equations (Mavko et al., 1998) are used to predict the effective
compressional (4) and shear (5) moduli of a media:
√

(4)

√
where

is the Hertz-Mindlin effective bulk modulus,

shear modulus,
grains,

,

is the coordination number,

is the Poisson's ratio of the grains,

(5)

is the Hertz-Mindlin effective

is the porosity,

is the shear modulus of the

is the pressure.

The effective moduli are substituted into the Biot equations (Biot, 1956) to predict the seismic
velocities:
√

,
√

where

is the pressure wave velocity,

(6)

,

is the shear wave velocity, and

(7)
is the bulk density

of the media.
Biot-Gassmann theory (Gassmann, 1951; Biot, 1956) uses the dry moduli and the fluid
moduli to determine the saturated moduli. An averaging method determines the effective
9

Table 2: Values used in Hertz-Mindlin theory equation.
Variable

Definition

Value (acceptable values)

Coordination Number

9, (1-9)

Porosity

.35 (0-.99)

Shear modulus

45 GPa

Poisson‟s ratio

.16

Effective pressure

.0001 + overburden, GPa

Velocity (m/s)
795

800

805

810

815

820

0

Depth (m)

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2

Figure 6: Hertz-Mindlin theory prediction of compressional velocity with depth at
atmospheric pressure. Velocity variations are negligible with depth.
saturated bulk modulus. The theory assumes the media is homogenous and all pores can
communicate, meaning pressure is able to equilibrate within the pore spaces as a wave passes
through. If pressure cannot equilibrate, the passing wave will actually increase the pressure, in
turn increasing the velocity of the wave (Mavko et al., 1998). The dominant frequencies applied
in our experiments are less than the "high-frequency limit" and there should be no dependence of
frequency on velocity (Mavko et al., 1998). Viscosity of the fluid is assumed to be zero and there
is no interaction between the grains and the fluid. Biot-Gassmann theory is used to determine the
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expected seismic velocities for variably saturated sand in the water level experiment through the
following relation:

,

where

is the saturated bulk modulus of the material,

is the bulk modulus the dry rock,

(8)

is the bulk modulus of the fluid,

is the bulk modulus the grains of the rock, and

is

porosity.
Bachrach and Nur (1998) substitute a harmonic average of the saturation levels of air and
water for the fluid bulk modulus (9) and a density (10) to determine a partially saturated bulk
modulus and density:
(6)
where

is the bulk modulus of the water,

bulk modulus the air, and

is the bulk modulus of the fluid,

is the

is saturation percent of the pores.
(10)

where
of water,

is the average density,

is the porosity,

is the density of air, and

is the water content,

is the density

is the density of the media.

The example in Figure 7 shows that the expected velocities based on Hertz-Mindlin and BiotGassmann theory are in the range of 730-785 m/s. The velocity decreases with increasing
saturation to a point. This effect is due to the water content increasing density without increasing
the strength of the media, leading to a decrease in the velocity (e.g. Knight and Nolenhoeksema,
1990). At about 98% water saturation, the velocity begins to increase, the pore water begins to
strengthen the media and increase the velocity. Near 99-100%, the pore water significantly
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Table 3: Values used in Figure 7.
Variable name
Coordination number

Variable
C

Value
6

Poisson's ratio

ν

.16

Porosity

φ

.35

Shear modulus of grains

G

45 GPA

Bulk modulus of grains

K

36.6

Pressure

100

kPa

740

720

Velocity (m/s)

Velocity (m/s)

730
710
700
690
680
670
660

0.1

0.6
Saturation

0.99

2000
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

0

0.5
Saturation

1

Figure 7: Biot-Gassmann's (Biot, 1956; Gassmann, 1951) fluid substitution model used to
describe the change in velocity with increasing saturation in a sand (200 Pa of pressure).
strengthens the media and the velocity doubles to velocities greater than 1500 m/s.
Large-scale seismic studies also fall into the same Biot low-frequency limit, allowing a direct
scaling of the model velocities to the real world with no concern of altered effects due to
attenuation or earth frequency filtering.
According to Biot-Gassmann theory, as the saturation increases so will the effective density;
whereas the effective rigidity remains the same so that the velocity decreases slightly with
12

increasing saturation (see Figure 7) (e.g. Knight and Nolenhoeksema, 1990; Barchrach and Nur
1998; Velea et al., 2000). When saturation levels reach roughly 95%, the velocity begins to
increase, and sharply increases by approximately an order of magnitude. Velocities have been
reported to sharply increase at 85% saturation in hard rock (Murphy et al., 1984). Notably,
partial saturation can create a low velocity layer which makes seismic refraction data difficult to
interpret (Bachrach and Nur, 1998). Also, partial saturation creates a diffuse boundary which
could produce a velocity gradient, which would not allow for much energy to reflect to the
surface.
Three different cases are developed using Biot-Gassmann substitution theory for a water table
detection experiment in the wavetank. For a given water table in a well (Figure 8a, 9a, 10a), the
saturation conditions in the wavetank (Figure 8b, 9b, 10b), can be predicted in Hydrus by the
SWCC (Figure 8c, 9c, 10c). A 1-D velocity model is developed by plugging in saturation content
with depth, calculated from the SWCC in Hydrus, into the Biot-Gassmann model based on
Bachrach and Nur (1998) (Figure 8d, 9d, 10d). The model by Bachrach and Nur (1998), based on
the Biot-Gassmann model with a fitting parameter, more strongly conforms to real world data
than Biot-Gassmann alone.
The first case expects that the tank will reach full saturation (Figure 8). Full saturation should
result in the sharp contrast in acoustic impedance mentioned previously. The second is where the
tank reaches nearly complete saturation (Figure 9). In this case, a low-velocity zone is still
expected, but the contrast between slightly saturated and mostly saturated will be weak, if it
exists. A surface may be visible in seismic data. No high velocity zone is expected. The third
case is less than nearly complete saturation (Figure 10). In this case, the zone of maximum
saturation is expected to express a lower seismic velocity than the zone above it, and no high

13

Figure 8: Full water saturation case. At 100% water saturation, velocity jumps to 1500+
m/s creating a strong contrast in seismic properties. The contrast should result in energy
returning from a surface just above the water table. A low-velocity zone is predicted above
this surface.

Figure 9 Nearly complete water saturation (~99%) case using the velocity-saturation model
proposed by Bachrach and Nur (1998). Velocity only increases slightly at 99% water
saturation which provides a weak contrast in seismic properties. Any returning energy
from the 99% water saturation surface will likely be subtle if present at all.
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It is predicted that by using a high-frequency acquisition system, we can make a 1-D velocity
model of the sand body in the wavetank, saturated to different levels and that the water surface
should be visible by reflection and refraction seismology if conditions of 100% water saturation
are achieved. With this information, we will gain a better understanding of the effect of fluid
saturation on seismic data, and be better able to answer questions about the position of important
fluid-based surfaces in the subsurface. With a stronger understanding of the surfaces that seismic
methods image, modeling experiments can be completed to aid reservoir engineering models,
contaminant removal models, and hydrology in general.

Figure 10: 95% water saturation case using the velocity-saturation model proposed by
Bachrach and Nur (1998). Velocity with 95% water saturation is predicted to be less than
the velocity of the overlying media. The entire system is predicted to decrease in velocity
with depth. In this case, only reflection evidence should provide information of water
saturation because refractions will only return to the surface with increasing velocity with
depth.
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Chapter 2. Data and Methods
2.1 Seismic Acquisition System
To have wavelengths of the correct scale for the experiment, it is necessary to have an
acquisition system capable of producing and receiving signal in the one to 20 kHz range. The
acquisition system uses a vibrator source and receivers sensitive to the audio range, and a
computer with an analog-to-digital converter card to receive and store signals. A schematic of
the acquisition system can be found in Figure 11.
A National Instruments NI-PXI-6251 digital acquisition card (DAQ) serves as the core of the
acquisition system, controlling the data input and output. It has high input and output rates and is
able to record on 16 single-ended, or 8 differential, channels at a combined rate of 1 MHz. The
important technical aspects of the DAQ card are highlighted in Table 4 (National Instruments,
2010).
A differential input was chosen to reduce noise, so only 8 channels are used. Differential
output (which leads to the differential input) reduces noise by taking the outgoing signal and
producing two signals: the outgoing signal and the same signal 180 degrees out of phase to the
original. The two output wires follow the same path to the DAQ card and are exposed to the
same noise along the way. At the DAQ card, the signals are subtracted from each other which
doubles the original signal, and theoretically eliminates all the noise picked up along the length
of the wire carrying the differential signals.
The voltage resolution is calculated by dividing the maximum absolute voltage recorded by
the number of bits the card provides for analog input resolution, the largest number that can be
recorded. For maximum input voltage range of ±10 volts, the voltage resolution is
305 μV per bit.
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Figure 11: Schematic of acquisition system. The NI-PXI-6251 DAQ card provides the
output/input capabilities. Both sensor and source signals are amplified using audio
amplification equipment.
Table 4: NI-PXI-6251 DAQ characteristics.
Maximum voltage
Sample rate
Resolution
Voltage resolution
Voltage accuracy range

Output (source)
±10 V
2.8 MS/s
16 bit
305 μV /bit (at ±10V)
1.05 mV

Input (receivers)
±10 V
1 MS/s total
16 bit
305 μV /bit (at ±10V)
52±6 μV

The DAQ card can sample only one channel at a time, though the samples between channels
are nearly simultaneous. For a maximum net sample rate of one million times per second, the
minimum sample interval when sampling on all 8 channels is 8 ns, which corresponds to ~125
KS/s. It is important to consider settling time when choosing a sample rate to prevent one
channel from sampling signals from the previous channel. Normally, this "leakage" is most
notable when there are large amplitude variations from channel to channel. In that case, leakage
is generally significant only with data very near the shot where amplitudes are large (~10 v). All
experiments are run at sampling rates less than maximum to eliminate the risk of signals leaking
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into other channels. Error is calculated by determining the relative error in sampling time, which
is the number of channels divided by the sample rate. The relative error is then calculated into
the equation for velocity, which is distance over time. As an example, for the net sampling rate
(~78 KS/s) and eight channels we use, our relative error is on the order of 10-6 s. For a distance
of 10 cm and a velocity of 100 m/s, the error translates to 1.8 %, decreasing to less than ~.1 % at
1 m, which is acceptable for our purposes.
LabVIEW© by National Instrument is a virtual instrument software used to communicate with
the DAQ card. The programming environment is „G,‟ or graphical programming language, a
condensed, icon based, "user-friendly" form of the 'C' programming language. A modified
version of "Multi-Function-Synch AI-AO.vi" (Appendix B), a National Instruments-developed
example program for controlling inputs and outputs, is used to acquire multiple acquisitions
quickly and output custom wavelets such as truncated sine-shaped and Ricker wavelets (Ricker,
1977).
The acquired seismic data are stored in the LabVIEW© format (.lvm). The ".lvm" data format
is a text based, tab delimited format, which is easy to manipulate with scripts created in
programming languages such as Perl. The ".lvm" files include metadata such as the date and
time, the sample rate, the number of channels, and the number of samples for each acquisition.
Each test is repeated, or "stacked," 10-100 times, depending on the experiment. Tests are
stacked in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. It is expected that noise will vary and signal
remain constant, such that the noise will tend to cancel itself out while the signal will
constructively interfere, thereby increasing the signal-to- noise ratio.
A Perl script (Appendix B: sandtankstacker.pl) is run to sum the repeated tests and create a
"stack." A stack comprises a file consisting of one column of amplitudes in text format. The
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column of text values is then converted into a binary format and Seismic Unix headers are added,
including the sample rate and source and geophone spacing. Seismic Unix is an open-source
seismic data processing package developed at the Colorado School of Mines. The most recent
version (2010) can be found online (http://www.cwp.mines.edu/cwpcodes/).
Because electronic components have tolerances of 5-10%, a variable direct-current (DC)
offset exists for each amplifier. A second Perl script (Appendix B: average.pl) calculates an
average for a given trace and removes the average from the trace to eliminate DC offset. These
first two scripts are applied to all of the acquired seismic data.
A third Perl script (Appendix B: shift.pl) is used on some of the data to compensate for a
misplaced source. This script is applied only when necessary.
All scripts can be found at tellus.geol.lsu.edu: /ucoms/programs and a complete directory
listing can be found in Appendix B.
2.1.1 Seismic Source
An Etrema CU-18 ultrasonic transducer (Etrema Products, Inc., 2007) is used as the vibrator
source (Figure 12). The transducer produces displacement proportional to the input current
waveform. The transducer is capable of vibrating from DC to 20 kHz, and displays resonance at
about 18 kHz with no load and about 9 kHz with a 38.62 g load (Figure 13). The transducer also
has no magnetic flux leakage, which means no electro-magnetic noise should be produced from
the vibrator. The CU-18 can be driven by any low-impedance amplifier (Etrema Products, Inc.,
2007).
A QSC Audio RMX 2450 audio amplifier is chosen for its stable response in the audio range.
The amplifier can drive low impedance devices (110 Ω). The amplifier can produce up to a 34
dB gain, although large voltage variations can cause the CU-18 to clip or reverberate and become
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unreliable. A maximum gain of 24 dB results in a maximum ~160 V peak-to-peak. Greater gains
exceed the dynamic force limit for the vibrator and are not used (Etrema Products, Inc., 2007). A
steel bolt (Figure 12) is used to couple the vibrator to the sand. The size of the bolt is small in
order to minimize the size of the source.

Figure 12: Etrema CU-18 ultrasonic transducer with bolt used to couple the vibrator to the
sand.

Figure 13: Load effect on the resonance frequency of displacement of Etrema CU-18
ultrasonic transducer. Increased load lowers the resonance frequency.
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2.1.3 Seismic Sensors
A Measurement Specialties Inc. ACH-01 accelerometer is the sensor. The accelerometers
have a flat frequency response from about 30 Hz to about 30 kHz. The experiments conducted
use frequencies between 1 kHz and 10 kHz, so the dependence of voltage on frequency is
constant. On average, the accelerometers have a longitudinal sensitivity of about 9 millivolts per
gravity ±~1 mV (Appendix C) and a maximum transverse sensitivity of 5% of the longitudinal
sensitivity. The directional sensitivity is very important because different elastic waves vibrate in
different directions. In this case, up to 5% of an alternate directional vibration of a wave may be
picked up by the sensors. Because the accelerometers cannot be placed equally level, different,
albeit small, amounts of energy may be detected from alternate directional vibrations. The
specification documents also state a low temperature dependence and a wide temperature range,
-40 to 85 ºC, which falls well within the 16 ºC in the wavetank (Measurement Specialties, 2000).
A junction field-effect transistor (JFET) within the accelerometer housing amplifies the small
charge produced by the piezometric film in response to accelerations generated from a passing
vibration. The currents produced by the accelerometer are extremely small, such that the act of
increasing voltage affects the current because the impedance of the output JFET is very high, so
that the output impedance becomes comparable to the input impedance of the voltmeter and
current will be drawn into the meter without affecting the measured current.
The ACH-01 accelerometers are sensitive to environmental electrical noise such as 60 Hz
power signals. One form of the 60 Hz signal enters the acquisition system through capacitive
coupling. The accelerometers, which were initially unshielded as purchased, appear to
capacitively couple to outside charge. An electrically- insulating shield is constructed by adhering
copper tape to the outside of each sensor, paying special attention that the tape is placed flush
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with the sides of each sensor so no loose flaps alter the vibration sensitivity of each sensor. The
copper foil is connected to ground. The electrically- insulating shield eliminates the majority of
the 60 Hz signal. The accelerometers are then insulated by clear tape and liquid electrical tape
(Figure 14).
A Linear Technologies LT1115 operational amplifier provides further amplification of the
sensor signals. A circuit is developed to appropriately fit the specifications of the LT1115
(Figure 15) and built in-house (Figure 16). The circuit appropriately biases the JFET within the
accelerometers and uses the LT1115 operational amplifier to amplify the signal 100 fold. The
amplifying circuits are placed in grounded aluminum boxes for electrical shielding and all
external wires are insulated and shielded to reduce noise. A second audio amplifier, a Behringer
DI800, referred to as the Direct-Injection Box (DI-Box), gains the signal another 10 fold before
reaching the DAQ card for recording. The DI-Box provides 8 input channels and converts singleended lines to differential. The output has a low impedance of 680 Ω, matches required input
impedance of the DAQ.
Much of the data from each experiment is filtered and gained. Filtering includes a zero-phase,
sine-squared tapered filter by using the program “sufilter” or frequency-domain filtering using
the program “sudip.” Data amplitudes can be automatically gain controlled (AGC) or balanced
where the data is divided by the root-mean-squared value (pbal).
2.1.4 Calibration Test: Sand Box
Initially, a sandbox is used to test whether the acquisition system receives appropriate signals.
The sandbox measures 25 cm by 60 cm and is filled with 25 cm of sand. Due to the small size
and shallow depth of sand in the box, edge effects are unavoidable and are observed in the
results.
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Figure 14: Electrical insulation of grounded copper foil around sensors. The exposed
accelerometer (a). The accelerometer covered in copper tape and grounded, and aluminum
foil shielding added around the exposed wires (b). The copper foil is wrapped in clear tape,
the exposed wires are shielded with aluminum foil and electrical tape (c).
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Figure 15: Single amplifier schematic. The power source is pictured in the bottom left and
the amplifier top right.

Figure 16: Completed amplifier circuit. Includes LT1115 operational amplifier, JFET bias,
and filters on prototyping board housed in a grounded aluminum case.
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In this test, the Etrema CU-18 vibrator is placed vertically in the sand and the sensors are
oriented to best receive vertical particle motion. A Ricker wavelet is output at a sample rate of
10,000 S/s with for a total of 23 samples (Figure 17) and has a dominant frequency of 5 kHz.
Some noise is induced after amplification on the source wavelet as shown in Figure 17. In
experiments following this one, the noise is greatly reduced by increasing the number of samples
and the output rate. The Ricker wavelet is generated (G.F. Margrave, Appendix B: ricker.m)
using the equation:
,

(11)

where t is time and f is the dominant frequency.
The analog to digital card records at 156 kS/s, an appropriately low rate for 4 channels, the
only 4 channels operational at the time, while still recording at 16 times the Nyquist rate of 10
kHz. This sample rate is more than sufficient to eliminate the risk of aliasing, or sampling too
slowly, recording a waveform that does not represent the real waveform. Data is recorded for 10
ms. Each set of data is appended to a common text file.

Figure 17: Outgoing voltage of the source wavelet from the DAQ (left). Outgoing voltage
from the amplifier (right). Both signals are clipped at the bottom due to the oscilloscope
window, but the signal is present.
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The geometry of the experiment is performed as a walkaway test (Figure 18). The source is
placed 5 cm away from the edge of the container and the sensors are offset by 5 cm and have a
spacing of 2.5 cm. Four sensors are used to make a group. Each shot is repeated 10 times and
data are stacked. Between each of the 10 repeats, a 300 ms pause allows the seismic energy to
dissipate. The group is moved to a new location 2.5 cm beyond the last accelerometer of the first
group and a second shot is taken.
The data are interpreted for reflections and refractions. Reflected arrivals are composed of
returning waves which appear as hyperbolically-shaped, coherent events in a time versus
distance plot. Refracted arrivals are composed of returning waves which appear as linear,
coherent events in a time versus distance plot. The data are interpreted using Microsoft© Excel
and the 1 layer-case equations for reflections (12) and refractions (13) for a one layer case:
√(
where

is time (s),

is distance (m),

),

is the velocity of the layer (m/s), and
√(

where

is time (s),

is distance (m),

of the second layer (m/s), and

(12)

)

is the depth (m).

,

is the velocity of the first layer (m/s),

(13)
is the velocity

is the depth (m).

The data for this experiment can be found on tellus.geol.lsu.edu: /ucoms/sandbox.
2.2 Wavetank Experiments
The experiments conducted in the “wavetank” are located in the WAVECIS wavetank at
Louisiana State University. The wavetank measures 8.7 m by 5.7 m on its sides and is .65 m tall.
The wavetank contains a large machine capable of pushing large quantities of water, creating
waves, which is used in many coastal studies experiments.
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Figure 18: Dimensions of sandbox filled with dry play sand and schematic display of source
(circle) and receiver (long spike shapes) geometry.
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Table 5: Grain size distribution for the top sand and the base sand.
Upper sand
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

Mean (phi)
1.39
1.19
1.55

Sorting Skewness Kurtosis
0.47
0.029
0.874
0.38
0.197
1.028
0.47
-0.205
0.965

Lower Sand
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6

Mean (phi)
1.71
1.71
1.69

Sorting Skewness Kurtosis
0.43
-0.023
1.029
0.43
-0.017
1.032
0.47
-0.025
1.068

The wavetank contains two layers of well-sorted, medium-grained sand. The thickness of the
two layers is variable throughout the tank. In the thinner parts of the sand body, the bottom layer
is ~2 cm thick and the upper layer is ~12 cm. Where the sand body is thickest (in the back of the
tank), the lower layer is much thicker, ~31 cm, and the upper layer is ~13 cm thick. Three
samples of each sand type were analyzed by Amy Spaziani of the Coastal Studies Department at
LSU for their grain size (Table 5). Within the top layer, the mean grain size (1.7 φ) does not vary
by more than ~2 %. All three samples are well sorted, have a symmetric skewness and a fairly
normal kurtosis. Within the bottom layer, the mean grain size varies by up to 20 %, from 1.21 φ
to 1.52 φ (Figure 19). The skewness varies from -.205 to .029 and the kurtosis also follows a
fairly normal distribution. A representative grain size distribution curve for each sample can be
found in Figure 19. An image of the two sands can be found in Figure 20.
The dual-layer system creates a potential problem of an early reflector (Sherlock and Evans,
2001). The wavetank facility holds sand which is used in other ongoing experiments and cannot
be homogenized. The dual layer system is left in place. A few small objects also exist in the
wavetank, such as small pockets of clay and sea shells. Two clay pockets found are < 4-5 cm
wide and < 0.5 cm thick and are a concern for diffractions. The three shells found are between
about 3-6 cm wide and one centimeter thick, also potential diffractors.
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2.2.1 High Acoustic Impedance Contrast Test (Buried Wooden Board)
To verify that the system can detect a high acoustic impedance contrast, or sharp change in
material, at a given depth, a test is performed using a piece of yellow pine as the high acoustic
impedance material and is buried in the sand body of the wavetank. The wood-sand interface
serves as a flat and predictable boundary.

Figure 19: The two sands have similar grain size compositions. The upper sand is in blue
and the lower sand is in red.

Figure 20: Microscopic image of upper sand (a), microscopic image of lower sand (b).
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Figure 21: Cross section of the sand body in the wavetank. Dashed lines indicate the
predicted boundary between the two layers of sand.
The source and receivers are placed more than a meter away from the wall so that side echoes
arrive much later than the reflections and refractions returning from the piece of wood or the
bottom of the tank. A piece of wood is buried at ~7 ± 1 cm depth in a ~14 ± 1 cm layer of sand
(Figure 22).
A pseudo-walkaway test is repeated with source and sensors oriented to be most sensitive to
vertical particle motion. The acquisition system parameters can be found in Error! Reference
ource not found..
Table 6: Acquisition system parameters for high acoustic-impedance contrast test.
Source dominant frequency:
Source output samples:
Recording sample rate:
Time recorded per scan:

10 kHz
23
78 kS/s
10 ms

The source is placed 1 m away from the nearest wall. The nearest sensor is offset from the
source by 5 cm. Sensors are spaced 1.75 cm from center to center and run east-to-west parallel
to the short side of the tank (Figure 23). Eight sensors form a "group." Each shot is repeated
100times at each location and the data are stacked in order to minimize noise. There is a 40 ms
pause between each shot.
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Figure 22: Buried wooden board dimensions are indicated. The board is buried at 7 cm in a
section of the wavetank where the total body of sand is 15 cm thick.

Figure 23: Cross-section of two experimental layouts in which (a) Shot is taken within
critical distance of the edge of the board (brown thick line), shot beyond critical distance
(b). Star indicates the shot position and the small spikes indicate receiver positions.
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Two experiments are conducted, one with the source ± 1 cm west of the board, within the
critical distance, and one 5 cm west of the board, beyond the predicted critical distance of ~ 2
cm. The data is interpreted in Microsoft© Excel.
The data for this experiment can also be found on tellus.geol.lsu.edu: /ucoms/woodtest.
2.2.2 Water Table Experiment
Initially, the wavetank includes a 5 cm highly water-saturated layer at the bottom of the tank
overlain by a variably, but significantly less saturated, upper layer ~40 cm thick. In this
experiment, it is not feasible to eliminate all water in the pores of the sand because the sand body
is too large to dry by traditional methods (baking) and capillary forces tend to hold on to the fluid
for very long periods of time.
Three observation wells are used to determine the height and flatness of the zero-tension
surface. The wells are held open with a 5.08 cm diameter PVC pipes that are machine slotted, or
screened, over the whole well at 10 slot (.0254 cm slits). The slits allow water to flow into the
well without letting in sand over the entire sand body interval. The water level in the well and the
zero-tension surface in the sand should be the same due to pressure. Three wells are used
because three is the minimum number of points to form a plane, and after pressure has
equilibrated, the zero-tension surface is expected to be a plane. A meter stick with a chalk line
drawn down the middle is dipped into the wells to measure the water level. Wet chalk marks the
top of the saturated zone in the well. An error of up to 2 cm exists because the meter stick
displaces some water within the well that must re-equilibrate. Re-equilibration occurs very
quickly, on the order of a few seconds. The error is noted late in this series of experiments, and is
compensated for by slowly dipping the meter stick to allow more time for equilibration. Once a
surface is determined to be horizontal within error, a pseudo-walkaway test is done.
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The pseudo-walkaway experiment is set up in a 44 cm thick section of the sand at least 85 cm
away from the nearest wall in an east-west orientation (Figure 24). The east-west orientation
should provide a constant stress direction as the water level vary. The sand surface is leveled
prior to data acquisition. Eight sensors are buried 1 cm below the surface of the sand to improve
coupling and are placed 1.5 cm apart center to center, leaving ~2 mm of sand between each
sensor, for a total sensor array length of 12 cm. The first shot point is 3 cm east of the sensor
array (Figure 24), and each subsequent shot location is moved 12 ± .5 cm for a total of eight
"shots” and a maximum offset of 103 cm.

Figure 24: Schematic of the experimental layout in the wavetank. The
amplifiers/equipment consist of the operational amplifier boxes and batteries sitting on a
piece of visqueen.
As a source signal we use a digital Ricker wavelet of 115 samples with a maximum of 10
volts (Figure 25). The higher sample count reduces ringing noticed in the sandbox experiment
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that used a 23 sample Ricker wavelet. At output rate of 50 kS/s, the dominant frequency of the
wavelet is centered at 10 kHz (Figure 25). The audio amplifier is set to gain the output signal 24
dB, which is about 15 times amplification in order to achieve an output voltage of ~150 V.
The acquisition system parameters are the same as in the previous test (Table 6).

Figure 25: Output voltage on the left from DAQ (blue) and output voltage from audio
amplifier (red). The frequency spectrum of the output voltage from the DAQ on the right.
One hundred shots are stacked at each shot point with 40 ms + up to 100 ms in order to
increase signal-to-noise ratio, particularly electronic noise. Forty milliseconds is enough time
that energy coming back at far distances is negligible. The addition of up to 100 ms value is
random between 0 and 100 ms and is added to the 40 ms in order to grab different phases of any
cyclical electronic signals, such as the 60 Hz from the mains. The data is then manually
interpreted in “mmodpg,” a ray-tracing, forward seismic modeling program by E. Sommer, for
the velocities and corresponding depths of the refracted and reflected arrivals. Ray tracing is a
method that predicts the arrival times from source to receivers using snell‟s law and a velocity
model of the earth (Hyne, 1991). An example ray tracing plot can be found in Figure 26. Of
particular interest, an increasing velocity layer will produce refractions that bend towards the
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Figure 26: Example ray tracing plot of zones of linearly increasing velocity with depth as
well as a low velocity zone. Note that rays return back to the surface as velocity increases
with depth rather than coming back from a distinct surface and the lack of rays returning
to the surface due to the low velocity zone. (Low velocity zone, 2011).
surface with a curved path rather than straight lines produced from constant velocity layers.
The wavetank is fully filled and emptied 24 hours prior to the water table experiment as a
method to improve coupling between the sensors and the sand. Each experiment is assigned a
label of the form "WL1," which stands for water level 1. In the first experiment, WL1, the “water
level depth” is approximately 34 cm from the surface, or 10 cm above the base of the wavetank.
Water levels are increased in ~5 cm increments until the tank is full at "WL8."
The shot points for this survey are adjusted for the time equivalent of 1-2 cm due to accidental
shifts of source positions and miscalculation of the distances along the sensor array. Each shot's
data is corrected by shifting a shot group in time to reflect the misplacement of the shot. See
Figure 27 as an example of surveys with correctly placed shots and incorrectly placed shots.
Figure 28 shows a before and after of compensated shot placement by shifting traces.
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The surface waves tend to arrive at the same time as the early reflections, making it difficult
or impossible to interpret early reflections. Different processing scripts within Seismic-Unix can
be used to eliminate the surface waves, including frequency filtering using sufilter and
frequency-wave number (f-k) filtering with sudipfilt. Using the boundaries outlined in Table 7
for frequency filtering tends to introduce ringing that makes picking the real reflections difficult
(Figure 29). Using the boundaries listed in Table 7 f-k filtering appears to clean up the surface
waves without introducing much noise (Figure 30).
Table 7: Filter parameters.
Lower bound (0)
Frequency filter
(sufilter)
F-k filter (sudip)

Middle bound (1)

Middle bound (1)

Upper bound (0)

1500 Hz

3000 Hz

8000 Hz

16000 Hz

6 S/t

9 S/t

15 S/t

30 S/t

The data for the water table experiment can be found on tellus.geol.lsu.edu:
/ucoms/watertable and a directory list can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 27: Two shot gathers of low-saturation in the wavetank sand body. Shots off by 1
cm, a. Correctly placed shots, b. A low-cut frequency filter of 400, 800, 10000, 20000 is
applied to remove effects of a low battery.
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Figure 28: Shots profile from WL1. Shots off by 1-2 cm (left). Shot groups shifted to
compensate for incorrect placement.

Figure 29: WL2 gained (pbal) and unfiltered (a), WL2 gained (agc) and filtered
1500,3000,8000,16000 Hz (b).
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Figure 30: Image plot for WL2 raw data (a), frequency filtered (b), f-k filtered (c). Note the
lack of a coherent surface wave in (c) as compared to (a).
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Chapter 3. Results
3.1 Calibration Test: Sandbox
A significant amount of noise in the data results from misplacement of position and
orientation of the sensors. Orientation is difficult to maintain in the dry sand because the tension
of the thick black wires that carry the power and the signal to and from the sensors have a
tendency to twist and pull the sensors despite efforts to seat them properly.
An interpreted profile can be found in Figure 31. The velocity of the refracted arrivals appear
to be relatively constant with depth, ~150 m/s. The reflected arrivals appear to contain higher
frequency signal (Figure 31), which has been noted in previous near surface work (Bachrach and
Nur, 1998). The reflections occur at about .2 s in time and .28 s in time, which correspond to the
15 cm lateral distance to the sides of the box and 22 cm to the bottom of the box, respectively.

Figure 31: Seismic gather of the experiment conducted in dry sand. Filter parameters are:
200,400,10000,15000 Hz and AGC gain uses a 1 ms window. The first interpreted reflection
is from the walls of the box. The second reflection comes from the bottom of the box.
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3.2 Wavetank Tests
3.2.1 High Acoustic Impedance Contrast Test
The calibration tests for the sharp interface are conducted in the wavetank to test whether the
acquisition system responds appropriately in the wavetank. During these tests in the wavetank, a
strong 60 Hz signal comes through on the sensors and the precautions explained in the methods
to eliminate the 60 Hz signal are taken. It is important to mention the sand in the wavetank
always has some residual saturation associated with it.
The first test, which is within the critical distance of the yellow pine, produces a refracted
arrival at a depth of seven centimeters and about 600 m/s (Figure 32). The depth of the refraction
coincides with the depth of the board and the velocity of the refraction is reasonable for pine.
The direct wave indicates a velocity around 150 m/s, increasing about 50 m/s at depth.
The second test, which is beyond the critical angle, does not yield a refraction from the board
just as one would expect (Figure 33). These tests suggest the ideal boundary, a sharp interface,
can be identified with the acquisition system in the sand body of the wavetank. The direct wave
indicates a velocity around 150 m/s, increasing about 50 m/s at depth.
3.2.2 Water Table Experiment
For all the velocity models interpreted, the maximum velocity in the sand appears to be 220
m/s and the minimum is 100 m/s (Figure 34). Refracted velocities never reach values of 1500
m/s, which indicates full water saturation. Three layers are interpreted using refracted arrivals,
with a fourth possible layer interpreted using the reflected arrivals. The top of the first layer has
velocities that vary between 95 m/s and 145 m/s and decrease as the well water level increases.
The second layer is interpreted to be a low velocity zone and thus is assumed to have velocities
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Figure 32: The first test: Seismic section within critical distance of the board.

Figure 33: The second test: Seismic section beyond the critical distance of the board.
Wavetank experiment: experimental results
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less than those of the previous layer. The third layer has velocities that vary between 175 and 220
m/s, and also decrease with higher water levels. A second low-velocity zone is interpreted via
reflected arrivals below the previous layer. The change in the upper and lower bounds of the
velocities of the refracted arrivals are not the same. The velocity of the lower bound of the
second refracted arrivals beings to decrease when the zero-tension surface depth is ~15 cm. The
upper bound begins to decrease when the depth to water is only ~20 cm. The lower bound of the
first refraction begins to decrease very early on at ~20 cm water level, while the upper bound
begins to decrease at ~25 cm water level.
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Figure 34: Interpreted velocity model for each wavetank experiment. A 4 layer model is
developed with two low velocity zones. Dashed lines indicate velocities interpreted by
reflected arrivals and terminate at what is assumed to be the bottom of tank (~44 cm).
The second set of refracted arrival velocities continues to decrease even after the zero-tension
surface level passes the interpreted depth of the beginning of this set of refractions.
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Surface wave velocities also appear to decrease in value as water levels are increased. Surface
wave velocities vary from 85 to 120 m/s in WL1 (34 cm water level depth) decreasing to
between and 45 and 90 m/s in WL8 (1 cm water level depth).
The surface wave is a major cause of noise. As mentioned in Data and Methods (p. 35), some
filtering can be performed to reduce the strength of the surface wave. These procedures do not
reveal any underlying strong reflections that could be associated with the top of a mostlysaturated water surface. This result is expected to some degree because the saturation-with-depth
curve above the zero-tension level is fairly smooth. Because filtering does not significantly
Table 8: 1-D velocity interpretations in mmodpg for the eight water levels.
WL1
Depth (cm) Velocity (m/s)
0
145
9
175
14
150
34
217
44
169

WL2
D (cm) V (m/s)
0
145
8
175
13
150
33
217
44
169

WL3
D (cm) V (m/s)
0
145
6
155
12
130
22
213
43
169

WL4
D (cm)
V (m/s)
0
137
6
153
12
130
27
217
45
169

WL5
Depth (cm) Velocity (m/s)
0
123
6
141
13
123
23
197
44
169

WL6
D (cm) V (m/s)
0
115
6
132
12
110
23
189
45
169

WL7
D (cm) V (m/s)
0
102
6
121
10
100
19
187
46
169

WL8
D (cm)
V (m/s)
0
97
6
109
11
90
21
176
45
169

improve the ability to interpret the data, filtering is not utilized on the interpreted data.
A low velocity zone is noted in each profile; the top varies from ~9 to ~6 cm depth and ~8 cm
to ~6 cm depth with an increasing zero-tension surface level. The VRMS within the low velocity
zone are assumed to be in the range of the lowest velocities seen throughout all stages of the
experiment. The reflections from the bottom of the LVZ are difficult to match.
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A strong reflector in each shot gather is interpreted to be the bottom of the wavetank at a
depth of 44 ± 1 cm, approximately the depth to the bottom of the wavetank. The velocities for
the layer above the bottom tank reflection are based on the refraction data from the last
experiment, where the water level depth is 1 cm. A labeled version of the interpreted seismic
arrivals for the first wavetank experiment, WL1, can be found in Figure 35. Seismic data from
the individual experiments, WL1 through WL8, can be found in Figures 33-40.
Frequency content decreases with higher water levels. Instantaneous frequency content of the
refractions determined by a fast-Fourier transform in Seismic Unix appears to decrease from
about 2.7 kHz to 2.4 kHz with increasing water levels. The frequency content of the reflections is
difficult to determine because the quality of the data, although they appear to be higher
frequency than the refractions.
Water level averages are shown in Figure 44. A detailed description of the heights of the
water in each well can be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 35: Example data from the WL1 experiment. The first layer arrivals are indicated
in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The data is gained (pbal,
clip=3).
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Figure 36: WL1 wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations in mmodpg (right). Water level depth is ~34 cm. The
first layer arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted
to be the bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=3).
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Figure 37: WL2 wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations in mmodpg (right). Water level depth is ~29 cm. The
first layer arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted
to be the bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=3).
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Figure 38: WL3 wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations in mmodpg (right). Water level depth is ~24 cm. The
first layer arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted
to be the bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=5).
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Figure 39: WL4 wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations in mmodpg (right). Water level depth is ~19 cm. The
first layer arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted
to be the bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=5).
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Figure 40: WL5 wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations in mmodpg (right). Water level depth is ~14 cm. The
first layer arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted
to be the bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=2).
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Figure 41: WL6 wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations in mmodpg (right). Water level depth is ~7 cm. The first
layer arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted to be
the bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=5).
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Figure 42: WL7 Wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations (right). Water level depth is ~5 cm. The first layer
arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted to be the
bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=5).
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Figure 43:WL8 Wiggle plot (left) and image plot with interpretations (right). Water level depth is ~1 cm. The first layer
arrivals are indicated in white, the second layer in red, and the 3rd layer in green. The blue reflection is interpreted to be the
bottom of the wavetank. The data is gained (pbal, clip=1).
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Figure 44: Height of the average water level measured in the three wells per each
experiment. Black bars indicate measurement error associated with the water displaced by
the meter stick.
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Chapter 4. Discussion
Few high-frequency seismic acquisition systems of the size developed for this experiment
exist. The acquisition system developed for this project is shown to successfully detect a high
acoustic impedance boundary (yellow pine). It is also shown to be sensitive to small changes in
seismic attributes via observed changes in velocity.
4.1 Limitations of Theory
Hertz-Mindlin theory does not provide a strong quantitative description of the unconsolidated
sand in the wavetank. Velocities are overestimated by Hertz-Mindlin theory by about 4 fold.
Bachrach and Nur (1998) overestimated velocities in beach sand using Hertz-Mindlin theory and
needed to use an additional curve-fitting coefficient to predict velocities. However, a curvefitting coefficient does not provide additional information about which variables or assumptions
are inaccurate.
Biot-Gassmann theory has been verified in hard-rock (e.g. Knight and Nolenhoeksema,
1990), but has not been strongly verified in unconfined, low pressure, granular media. A
qualitative correlation can be calculated for variable saturation using Biot-Gassmann theory. It is
also intended only for 100% saturated media, but has been successfully applied to partial
saturations (e.g. Bachrach and Nur, 1998).
4.2 Limitations of the Water Table Experiment
A major limitation of the experiment is the lack of complete saturation in the sand body of the
wavetank. Incomplete saturation means there is no water table and no strong seismic contrast, or
high acoustic impedance contrast in the sand. Incomplete saturation is always observed in the
sand body of the wavetank in the form of air bubbles which are released when the sand is
disturbed. The existence of trapped air is supported by our interpretations of the data.
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The lack of complete saturation in the tank is especially interesting because the water table
experiment in the wavetank closely resembles an experiment by Bachrach and Nur (1998) who
attempt to image a changing water table in beach sand with a rising and sinking tide. Their
experiment also detects an unchanging water table with the changing tide. They most likely
measured a zero-tension surface in their wells believing it was the water table. Even though
seawater may have covered the sand, some air may remain trapped below the surface, a similar
result seen in the wavetank. Their seismically derived "water table" very likely corresponds to a
fully-saturated surface, deeper than that assumed to be the water table.
Contrary to established theory, the capillary fringe does not appear to completely saturate as
the high seismic velocities associated with saturated sand are not observed in the data. Sand
column experiments by Lane and Washburn (1946) show saturation does not reach 100%, even
in the imbibition case. They do not have a sample directly comparable to the sand in the
wavetank, but the closest sample in their study, a fine sand, averages about 95% saturation in the
capillary fringe. The study also has results that reasonably compare to those of Malik et al.
(1989), with a zone of higher saturation about half the thickness of the full zone of capillary
action.
4.3 Experimental Errors
There is some expected error in the velocity-depth models caused by instruments and the
software used. As stated in section 2.1, ~2 % error in velocities is expected in near offset
arrivals, and ~.2 % in farther offset arrivals. There is also error in picking the velocities of
refracted and reflected arrivals by eye within mmodpg. By experience, user error in picking
velocity of refracted arrivals is on the order of 7 %. The modeled depth for each arrival is limited
to a resolution of ± 1 cm by mmodpg; In addition, the bottom of the wavetank is not perfectly
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flat and appears to vary by ± 1 cm.
Errors are also introduced by lateral changes in saturation and irregular acquisition
geometries. Care was taken in lining up the survey and it appeared straight, though an acquisition
setup that is not perfectly straight can also induce bumps and dips in the arrivals. In reality, we
may expect the presence of capillary fingers as well as zones of variable permeability. Both can
create patchy saturation. Patchy saturation would exist as a 3D effect in the wavetank, which
could alter the observed refracted and reflected velocities. As mentioned in Section 1, patchy
saturation is only a concern if the patches are of a size comparable to the wavelength;
considering the ~ 6 cm wavelengths in the upper parts of the tank, patchy saturation has the
potential to induce low and high velocity zones within the data which could be observed by
bumps and dips in the refracted arrivals. A simple calculation of travel times from source to
receiver through a low velocity "patch" of saturation 6 cm wide and a velocity of 120 m/s and
normal velocity of 200 m/s with a total travel path of 20 cm yields 1.2 ms as compared to 1 ms
without a patch. Bumps and dips in the refracted arrivals on the order of 102 μs are observed in
the data and can likely be explained by patchy saturation.
4.4 1-D velocity Profile Interpretation
Within the interpreted data, refracted arrivals show the highest amplitudes. The refracted
arrivals suggest 3 layers within the sand body in the wavetank. However, if the deepest reflection
is considered, 4 layers are interpreted in the wavetank. Every hypothesis presented in the
introduction (Figures 7, 8, 9) assumes a 3-layer case. In order to explain the existence of 4 layers,
the effects of partial saturation and an increased velocity with depth must be considered, along
with possible changes in the physical properties of the sand within the wavetank. Refracted
arrivals are first used to explain the velocity increase with depth, an unexpected result with
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theory, and reflections are used to explain the two low-velocity zones.
The refracted arrivals indicate an increasing velocity with depth, where a decreasing velocity
with depth is expected due to increasing saturation. As stated in the introduction, the overburden
of the sand in the wavetank is not strong enough to produce pressures to increase the velocity
with depth. Examples in the literature however, show an increase in velocity with depth, even in
shallow sediment. Examples of unsaturated, unconsolidated sediment where velocities in the
upper meter of the surface have been resolved are few in the literature (e.g. Bachrach and Nur,
1998; Lu and Sabatier, 2009; Velea and Sabatier, 2000). Velea and Sabatier (2000) suggest that
within dry sand, velocity can increase considerably with depth, citing changes in fine-grained,
Ottawa sand with velocities ranging from 220 m/s to 320 m/s over an interval of 10 to 70 cm.
However, they also cite that within partially saturated sand, with a relatively constant watersaturation, the velocity varies only slightly, from 155 m/s to 175 m/s over the same 10 to 70 cm
interval. They do not have data for upper 10 cm, the zone containing the slowest velocities
observed in the water level experiments. The sand body in the water level experiments always
has some observed trapped water in the pores. Thus velocities should correspond to those of
partially saturated sand where we do not expect to see a strong change in velocity with depth
(Velea and Sabatier, 2000). It is known that the velocity of unconsolidated sediment is very
sensitive to packing, and is the likely reason for the velocity increase.
An alternative explanation is that there are two layers of sand in the wavetank and each may
have a separate velocity. Sherlock and Evans (2001) show that a change in packing created at the
interface of two sands layers of differing grain size can produce a strong reflection. Another
important consideration is simply the differences in grain angularity between the two sand layers.
Increased angularity means reduced contact between the grains and less strength. The bottom
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sand appears slightly more rounded than the top sand, which could increase the velocity of the
bottom sand relative to the top sand. The other major difference between the two sands is grain
size, although Kimura (2006) finds grain size to be an insignificant factor in changing velocity.
Interestingly, Kimura‟s result is confirmed by Hertz-Mindlin theory. The top sand also contains
some non-quartz grains (~2.5 %), which may cause some decrease in the interpreted velocity.
The depths modeled in mmodpg for low zero-tension interface levels correspond closely to the
two physical layers of sand in the wavetank just beyond error. Initially, the depth to the second
layer is greater than what would physically correspond with the second layer of sand in the
wavetank.
Because we do not see any direct refraction evidence that indicates a surface of watersaturated induced velocity increase by Biot-Gassmann theory in the data and because refracted
arrivals provide information only on zones of increasing velocity, we must turn to reflected
arrivals for the remaining answers.
Because incomplete saturation in the sand below the open water level of the tank was not
expected, no direct measurement of moisture content is taken. It is known in the saturated
modeling community that air continues to escape, even days after initial saturation (Sherlock,
1999). Incomplete saturation may have been present because insufficient time was allowed for
air to escape.
Possibly the most interesting interpreted features in the data are the low velocity zones
because they were not always found where expected. A low velocity zone is predicted by BiotGassmann theory; however, the LVZ found in the wavetank does not vary significantly in depth
with the rising zero-tension surface. Furthermore, the first LVZ occurs very close to the interface
between the two sands within the wavetank. Although it seems plausible to suggest that the LVZ
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is an indication of a zone of patchy saturation created by capillary forces, it is difficult to explain
with certainty why the low-velocity zone exists. One would expect the zone to disappear once
the zero-tension surface level reaches the top of the sand, but a low velocity zone is still
interpreted in the data at that depth for all water levels in the experiment.
Another important feature shared by all the seismic models is the overall decrease of velocity
with an increasing zero-tension surface. Velocities, in fact, decrease substantially with the
increased saturation level, far beyond the predicted values by Biot-Gassmann theory. Velocities
vary by roughly 35 % and 20 % for the upper and lower layer, respectively. Using Biot-

Figure 45: Less than 95% saturation case.
Gassmann theory as a qualitative method of interpreting the data, the overall velocity decrease
suggests the sand in the wavetank never reaches a saturation point where the pore-water can
strengthen the media (Figure 45). According to Biot-Gassmann theory and the velocities found in
the wavetank experiment data, an increase in velocity is expected at around 99% saturation,
which would create a low-velocity middle layer and a trackable contrast zone.
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By examining the data, theory, and results of similar experiments, we interpret a first-order
effect of overall velocity decreasing with overall increasing water-saturation. The decreases in
velocities likely fall within the predicted “less than 95% water-saturation case” presented in the
introduction (Figure 45), however, it is necessary to have direct verification of water-saturation
in the wavetank to be sure. The model in Figure 45 does not account for an increasing velocity
with depth, noted in the data in Figure 34, but an increasing velocity with depth is an apparent
second-order effect.
The range of velocities observed in the upper 10-15 cm of sand is greater than those in the
lower 30-35 cm, which suggests the upper layer of sand may be more sensitive to changes in
saturation. If saturation measurements were available, it seems probable that a relationship
between saturation and velocity could be developed for the sands in the wavetank.
Without a relationship between saturation and velocity, a measure of the zero-tension surface
may be detectable by velocity changes in the upper 10 cm. The decreases in seismic velocities
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with increasing water levels appear to form a nearly linear relationship once the water level
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Figure 46: The upper bound of the refracted velocity in the first layer vs water level depth.
Squares are WL1 and WL2 levels.
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depth reaches ~24 cm (Figure 46). If a strong SWCC curve for the sand were developed with
values based on the sand in the wavetank, a reasonable prediction for total fluid content within
the sand could be established. The relationship may hold only over the periods of time used in
the experiment and in the saturation case, and may not hold over longer periods of time for the
draining case because of hysteresis effects. More data is needed to confirm this result.
The current data cannot be used as an analog for real world experiments. With the addition of
a SWCC and/or a direct measure of saturation, a stronger relationship for velocity to total fluid
content in the sand might be established.
4.5 Future Work
Future work includes developing a new tank where water-saturation is more easily controlled.
Full water-saturation, in theory and in experimentation, has a high velocity which is detectable
by seismic methods. Even if 99% water-saturation is attained, it may be enough to create the
expected low-velocity zone, with a higher velocity layer below, which would provide useful
constraints on the location of the water level depth.
Different methods of reducing air saturation exist. In civil engineering one such method is
using a smaller tank and injecting water slowly from the bottom so that pores are filled by
capillary forces while a vacuum is applied from above. In this example, civil engineers also use
carbon dioxide because it is more soluble in water, and thus dissolves (Zhang, 2010).
Additional data that could support interpretations presented here could include shear-wave
velocity data. Shear-wave velocity and attenuation are less affected by increasing water
saturation (Shields et al., 2009). A Vp/Vs ratio, the combination of vertical and horizontal
component data, would provide a clearer picture of the zones of higher saturation (Velea and
Sabatier, 2000).
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
The high-frequency acquisition system developed for this project is shown to successfully
detect a strong acoustic impedance boundary. Water-saturation experiments in the wavetank do
not lend themselves to fully-saturated conditions, and thus in theory no high contrast barriers
exist. The lack of a high contrast boundary is confirmed in the data, as there are no strong
changes in refracted velocities.
Compressional wave velocities are shown to be sensitive to changes in saturation, which
could be used in many different areas of monitoring such as reservoir engineering, soil
conditions for agriculture, and actions to be taken with contaminant flow and removal.
Refraction velocities are strongly affected by the changes in saturation as velocity decreases with
increasing water level depths, varying by between 20 and 35%. A visible reflection from the
zero-tension surface is not found.
More data is needed in order to use the wavetank experiment as an analog for real world
systems. Additional saturation measurements and corresponding seismic velocity values could
possibly be used to develop an experimental relationship between saturation and velocity within
the wavetank. The relationship of saturation and velocity may then be used to determine the total
fluid content in the wavetank and possibly the water level depth, or at least the surface of
maximum saturation.
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Appendix A: List of Variables
Variable

Definition

Units

Hertz-Mindlin effective bulk modulus

GPa

Hertz-Mindlin effective shear modulus

GPa

Coordination number

1-9

Shear modulus of the grains

45 GPa

Porosity

%

Poisson's ratio of the grains

unitless

Pressure

GPa

Pressure wave velocity

m/s

Shear wave velocity

m/s

Saturated bulk modulus of the material

GPa

Bulk modulus of the fluid

2.2 GPa

Bulk modulus the dry rock

GPa

Bulk modulus the grains of the rock

36.6 GPa

Bulk modulus of the water

2.2 GPa

Bulk modulus the air

.142 MPa
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Saturation percent of the pore

0 - 100%

Density of the water

1 g/cm3

Density of the air

.0012 g/cm3

Density of the mineral

g/cm3

Electronic variables
Resistor

Ohms
Farads

Capacitor

Ground

0 Volts

Voltage reference

Volts

Variable resistor
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Ohms

Appendix B: Programs and Scripts
ricker.m
function [wavelet,tw]=Ricker(dt,fdom,tlength)
% RICKER: creates a Ricker wavelet
%
% [wavelet,tw]=Ricker(dt,fdom,tlength)
% [wavelet,tw]=Ricker(dt,fdom)
% [wavelet,tw]=Ricker(dt)
%
% RICKER returns a Ricker wavelet.
%
% dt= desired temporal sample rate
% fdom= dominant frequency in Hz (default: 15 Hz)
% tlength= wavelet length in seconds (default: 127*dt
%
(ie a power of 2))
%
% The wavelet is generated from an analog expression for a
% Ricker wavelet.
%
% by G.F. Margrave, May 1991
%
% NOTE: It is illegal for you to use this software for a purpose other
% than non-profit education or research UNLESS you are employed by a CREWES
% Project sponsor. By using this software, you are agreeing to the terms
% detailed in this software's Matlab source file.
% BEGIN TERMS OF USE LICENSE
%
% This SOFTWARE is maintained by the CREWES Project at the Department
% of Geology and Geophysics of the University of Calgary, Calgary,
% Alberta, Canada. The copyright and ownership is jointly held by
% its author (identified above) and the CREWES Project. The CREWES
% project may be contacted via email at: crewesinfo@crewes.org
%
% The term 'SOFTWARE' refers to the Matlab source code, translations to
% any other computer language, or object code
%
% Terms of use of this SOFTWARE
%
% 1) Use of this SOFTWARE by any for-profit commercial organization is
% expressly forbidden unless said organization is a CREWES Project
% Sponsor.
%
% 2) A CREWES Project sponsor may use this SOFTWARE under the terms of the
% CREWES Project Sponsorship agreement.
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%
% 3) A student or employee of a non-profit educational institution may
% use this SOFTWARE subject to the following terms and conditions:
% - this SOFTWARE is for teaching or research purposes only.
% - this SOFTWARE may be distributed to other students or researchers
% provided that these license terms are included.
% - reselling the SOFTWARE, or including it or any portion of it, in any
% software that will be resold is expressly forbidden.
% - transfering the SOFTWARE in any form to a commercial firm or any
% other for-profit organization is expressly forbidden.
%
% END TERMS OF USE LICENSE
if(nargin<3)
tlength=127.*dt;
end
if(nargin<2)
fdom=15.;
end
% create a time vector
nt=round(tlength/dt)+1;
tmin=-dt*round(nt/2);
tw=tmin+dt*(0:nt-1)';
% create the wavelet
pf=pi^2*fdom^2;
wavelet=(1-2.*pf*tw.^2).*exp(-pf*tw.^2);
% normalize
% generate a refenence sinusoid at the dominant frequency
wavelet=wavenorm(wavelet,tw,2);
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Multi-Function-Synch AI-AO.vi Front panel
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Multi-Function-Synch AI-AO.vi Block diagram
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sandtankstacker.pl
#!/usr/bin/Perl
#Take in LabVIEW© measurement files
#Trim files down to just raw data
#Stack data
#Organize data into a 1D array with traces in the appropriate order
#Must Input number of stacks, traces, and file names.
$stacks=100;
$traces=64;
$file='st3';
@filenames=($file."_1".".lvm", $file."_2".".lvm", $file."_3".".lvm", $file."_4".".lvm",
$file."_5".".lvm", $file."_6".".lvm", $file."_7".".lvm", $file."_8".".lvm");
@finalarray=();
$filenames=@filenames;
@amps=(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1);
#@amps=(.236,.18,1,.290,.527,.395,.525);
#Grab individual samples and organize them into manageable arrays
for($z=0;$z<$filenames;$z++){
@array1=();
@array2=();
@array3=();
@array4=();
@array5=();
@array6=();
@array7=();
@array8=();
open (FILE, @filenames[$z]);
while (<FILE>) {
chomp;
if($_ =~ /^\s/){
if($_ =~/\d/){
(@trace1)=split(/\s+/, $_ );
push(@array1,
push(@array2,
push(@array3,
push(@array4,
push(@array5,
push(@array6,

@trace1[1]);
@trace1[2]);
@trace1[3]);
@trace1[4]);
@trace1[5]);
@trace1[6]);
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push(@array7, @trace1[7]);
push(@array8, @trace1[8]);
}
}
#else{print "fail";}
}
close (FILE);

$num1=@array1;
$temp=0;
print "$num1 ";
#Push data into a 1D array in the correct order
for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array1[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp/@amps[$z]);
$temp=0;
}
for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array2[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp);
$temp=0;
}
for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array3[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp);
$temp=0;
}
for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array4[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp);
$temp=0;
}
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for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array5[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp);
$temp=0;
}
for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array6[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp);
$temp=0;
}
for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array7[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp);
$temp=0;
}
for($y=0;$y<=$num1/$stacks-1;$y++){
for($x=0;$x<=$stacks-1;$x++){
$temp=$temp+@array8[$y+$x*$num1/$stacks];
}
push(@finalarray, $temp);
$temp=0;
}
}
#print @finalarray to a file
open(FILE, ">", $file.'.txt');
for($x=0;$x<=$traces*$num1/$stacks-1;$x++){
print FILE ("@finalarray[$x]\n");
# print "@finalarray[$x]\$";
}
close(FILE);
#Convert ascii to binary
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$infile=$file.'.txt';
$num=$num1/$stacks;
system("a2b <$infile >$file.bin n1=1");
#Add SEG-Y headers
system("suaddhead ns=$num <$file.bin | sushw key=dt a=13 > $file.su");
#Display Data
system("sufilter f=100,200,9000,13000 <$file.su | sugain agc=1 wagc=.001 | suximage");
exit;
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average.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
#script to determine average values

$file='st2';
$samples=780;

open (FILE, $file.'.txt');
while (<FILE>) {
chomp;
push(@array, $_);
}
$num=@array;
print $num;
$traces=@array/$samples;
#for each trace
for($y=0;$y<$num;$y=$y+$samples){
#reset sum
and average to 0
$sum=0;
$avg=0;
#find the average
for($x=0+$y;$x<$y+$samples;$x++){
$sum=@array[$x]+$sum;
}
$avg=$sum/$samples;
#if the average is >0, subtract the average from each sample
if($avg>0){
for($x=0+$y;$x<$y+$samples;$x++){
@array[$x]=@array[$x]-$avg;
}
}
#if the average is <0, add the average from each sample
elsif($avg<0){
for($x=0+$y;$x<$y+$samples;$x++){
@array[$x]=@array[$x]-$avg;
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}
}
}
$outfile=$file.'AVG';
#write the array to a file
open(FILE, ">", $outfile.'.txt');
for($x=0;$x<=$num;$x++){
print FILE ("@array[$x]\n");
# print "@array[$x]\$";
}
close(FILE);
#Convert ascii to binary
$infile=$outfile.'.txt';
system("a2b <$infile >$outfile.bin n1=1");
#Add SEG-Y headers
system("suaddhead ns=$samples <$outfile.bin | sushw key=dt a=13 > $outfile.su");
#Display Data
system("sufilter f=100,200,11000,16000 <$file.su |sugain agc=1 wagc=.001 | suximage &");
exit;
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shift.pl
#!/usr/bin/Perl
#Shifter
#David Smolkin
#Shifts groups of 8 traces up or down in time to account for misplacement of the source
$file='filename';
$samples=780;
@array1=();
@array2=();
$traces=64;
#positive shifts up, negative shifts down (negative currently broken)
@shift=(.01, .01, .01, .01, .01, .01, .01, .01); #in seconds

#write information to an array
open (FILE, $file.'.txt');
while (<FILE>) {
chomp;
push(@array1, $_);
}
$num=@array1;
#manipulate arrays in chunks of $samples
#for each group of 8
for($w=0;$w<$traces/8;$w++){
for($x=0;$x<8;$x++){
#if shifting down (positive)
if(@shift[$x]>0){
#push the last $shift samples into an array, then push the rest of the data

for($z=$x*$samples+$w*$samples*8+int(@shift[$w]*780);$z<$x*$samples+$w*$samples*8+
$samples;$z++){
push(@array2, @array1[$z]);
}

for($z=$x*$samples+$w*$samples*8;$z<$x*$samples+$w*$samples*8+int(@shift[$w]*780);$
z++){
push(@array2, @array1[$z]);
}
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}
#if shifting up (negative)
if(@shift[$x]<0){
#push the last $shift samples into an array, then push the rest of the data
for($z=$x*$samples+abs($w)*$samples*8;$z<$x*$samples+abs($w)*$samples*8+int(@shift[a
bs($w)]*780);$z++){
push(@array2, @array1[$z]);
}
for($z=$x*$samples+abs($w)*$samples*8+int(@shift[abs($w)]*780);$z<$x*$samples+abs($w)
*$samples*8+$samples;$z++){
push(@array2, @array1[$z]);
}
}
}
@shift[$w+1]=@shift[$w+1]+@shift[$w];
}
#write array to file
$outfile=$file.'shift';
#write the array to a file
open(FILE, ">", $outfile.'.txt');
for($x=0;$x<=$num;$x++){
print FILE ("@array2[$x]\n");
#print "@array2[$x]\$";
}
close(FILE);
#Convert ascii to binary
$infile=$outfile.'.txt';
system("a2b <$infile >$outfile.bin n1=1");
#Add SEG-Y headers
system("suaddhead ns=$samples <$outfile.bin | sushw key=dt a=13 > $outfile.su");
#Display Data
system("sufilter f=1000,2000,11000,16000 <$outfile.su |sugain agc=1 wagc=.001 | suximage
&");
#system("sufilter f=1000,2000,11000,16000 <$file.su |sugain agc=1 wagc=.001 | suximage
title=$file &");
exit;
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Appendix C: Accelerometer Values
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sensitivity (mv/g)
10
10.1
9.9
10.2
9.9
9.9
9.8
9.6
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Appendix D: File Structure
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Appendix E: Water Level Depth Values

WL1
WL2
WL3
WL4
WL5
WL6
WL7
WL8

Time
Open water Well 1
Well 2 Well 3 Average
10:35 PM
32.8
34.6
34.8
33 34.13333
3:05 PM
28
29.7
29.7
28.3 29.23333
7:02 PM
23.5
25
24.6
23.7 24.43333
10:00 PM
18
19.4
19.1
18.2
18.9
11:10 PM
13
14.2
14.4
13.4
14
1:38 AM
6
7.2
7
6.5
6.9
2:01 AM
4
5
5
4 4.666667
2:23 AM
1
1
1
1
1
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